Attn: To Whom It May Concern

Re: Copyright release

The Beer Judge Certification Program, Inc. (BJCP) is the lawful copyright holder of various materials for conducting competitions and judge training events, including but not limited to, scoresheets, style guidelines, flight summary sheets, and fault lists.

The BJCP hereby grants organizers of AHA/BJCP-Sanctioned Homebrew Competitions permission to reproduce BJCP-copyrighted materials for use in AHA/BJCP-Sanctioned Homebrew Competitions. The organizer of said competition should be able to produce a registration confirmation letter from the BJCP Competition Director indicating that he/she is responsible for the aforementioned competition.

The BJCP hereby grants organizers of BJCP Exam Study Classes permission to reproduce BJCP-copyrighted materials for use in preparing for BJCP-registered competitions. The organizer of said exam should be able to produce a confirmation email from a BJCP Exam Director indicating that he/she is responsible for aforementioned exam.

Commercial print and copying businesses are instructed to allow organizers of aforementioned events to obtain a reasonable number of copies of BJCP-copyrighted materials for use in their events.

In no way can any BJCP-copyrighted material be offered for resale. This letter shall not be construed in any way as waiving and transferring copyrights on BJCP-copyrighted materials. The BJCP asserts its copyright, and allows event organizers to reproduce copyrighted materials for a specific enumerated uses sanctioned by the BJCP.

Sincerely,

Gordon Strong
BJCP President